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1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
It often occurs that information about the idempotents of a semigroup tells 
us a lot about the structure of the semigroup. It therefore seems justified to 
study the structure of the subsemigroup generated by them: this paper will 
be concerned with several questions about semibands, i.e. semigroups which 
are generated by their idempotents. 
I f  S is a semiband, and E s the partial groupoid of idempotents of S, then 
we can structure the set Es by considering c~rtain quasi-orders oJ~ and co ~ on E s 
and certain idempotent partial transformations rt(e) and r*(e), e ~ Es,  on E s 
([3], [11]). Now the following question naturally arises: "what can we tell 
about the semiband S if we know all about he structure (E s , eo z, ~o r, ~-t, r*) ?" In 
other terms: "What is common to semibands for which the partial groupoids 
of idempotents are biorder-isomorphic ?" A similar question has been attacked 
by Clifford in [4]; the author confines himself there to regular semibands. 
This paper tries to give more or less explicit answers in the general situation. 
Section 2 establishes the necessary terminology and gives some preliminary 
results. Section 3 considers the sandwich set S(ejl .... , ej) of k idempotents 
eil ..... ejk of a semiband S. I f  eta "" ej, is a regular element of S, then the 
sandwich set S(e~ ..... e~,) enables us to locate the oct°-class of ej~ --" ejk. Sandwich 
sets are used throughout his paper; they even turn out to be a very useful 
help if we want to give quick proofs in case S is regular. 
For any biordered set (E, co ~, eo *, r z, r*) we shall construct a semigroup E* 
in Section 4. I f  E is biorder-isomorphic with the partial groupoid of idempotents 
of a semiband, then E* will be a semiband, and the partial groupoid EE. will be 
biorder-isomorphic with E; every semiband whose partial groupoid of idem- 
* Part of this paper was the subject of a talk held at the Semigroup Symposium, 
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potents is biorder-isomorphic with E will turn out to be a homomorphic copy 
of E*. I f  E is biorder-isomorphic with the partial groupoid of idempotents 
of a regular semiband, then we shall construct a regular semiband /~, such 
that the partial groupoid E~ will be biorder-isomorphic with E, and such that 
every regular semiband whose partial groupoid of idempotents is biorder- 
isomorphic with E will turn out to be a homomorphic copy of/~. This allows 
us to call E*[/~] the [regular] free semiband with respect to the biordered 
set (E, co t, o~", 7 ~, ~-r). In the terminology of [4], /~ is the universal idempotent- 
generated semigroup of the poorest member of the set of all regular warps 
determining the biordered set (E, to t, co r, ~-~, ~-r). 
Section 5 considers Es* and/~s in case S is a semiband for which all sandwich 
sets are non-empty. In Section 6 we give some examples. We shall describe 
the structure of the regular free semiband/~s with respect to the biordered set E s 
determined by a normal band S; /~s will be a semiband which is a normal 
band of free groups. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper we shall use the terminology of [6]. This terminology 
is supplemented with definitions which we adopt from [3], [4], [5] and [12], 
and which we shall list below. We shall also restate some results of these papers. 
Let E be a partial groupoid, and E = {e~ N i El}. For any ei, e~-~ E, 3eiej 
means that the product eiej- of e i and ej is defined in E. We shall define the 
following binary relations ~o t and eo r on E: for any ei, ej 6 E we have 
eioJ*ej if and only if ~eiej and eie¢ = e i , and 
e i~re j  if and only if ~eje i and eje  i : e i . 
We shall put ~o ~ o~  n oJ r, Lf = ~o t n (~o~) -1, ~ = co * c~ (oJr) -1. We define 
ofl(ej) = {e i ~ EI] e#ote~}, 
~r(e.~) ~--- {e i ~ E l i  eio~rej), and 
~(e~) = ot(ej) C~ o~(ej). 
A partial groupoid E satisfying axioms (W1)-(Ws) below will be called a warp. 
(W1) Let el ,  e j ,  e o be any elements of E such that Seiej and Sefo. I f  
either (eie~)e o or ei(ejeo) is defined, then so is the other, and they are equal. 
(W2) Seiei for all ei E E, and eiei = ei .  
(W3) If  eicotej then Seoei ; if e~co~ei then Seiej.  
(Wa) I f  either (i) ejo~e~, egco~e~ and S(ejei)(eoei), or (ii) eso;ei,  eoco~ei and 
3(eiej)(eieg), then Sere o . 
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For all (ei, e¢) ~ E x E we define sandwich set S(e i ,  e¢) to be the set of all 
elements eo ~ E such that 
(i) e~ ~ o~t(ei) ~ o~(e¢), and 
(ii) if en¢ to*(ei) c~ to~(e~) then 
eieaeoreieo and ene~eo¥oe~ . 
(Ws) If  e o ~ S(ei , e~), then Seie~ and ~(eiea)(eae~) implies eie ~ = (eiea)(e~e~). 
A warp E will be called a regular warp if it satisfies the two supplementary 
conditions (R~) and (R2): 
(R1) For all (ei ,  e~) ~ E X E we have S(e i ,  e~) =/= IN. 
(R2) I f  ea 6 S(e i ,  e~) and S(eies)(e~e~), then Se~e~.. 
I f  S is a semigroup, Es  denotes the set of idempotents of S, and (Es )  will 
be the subsemigroup of S generated by its idempotents. The partial groupoid 
of idempotents of a semigroup is a warp. The partial groupoid of idempotents 
of a regular semigroup is a regular warp. In a warp ¢0 ~ and o~ * are quasi-orders 
(reflexive and transitive). For any warp E, and ei ~ E, ~o(ei) is a warp. The 
partial groupoid E satisfying axioms (B1)-(B4) below will be called a regular 
biordered set: 
(B1) ~o ~ and oJ ~ are quasi-orders on E, and for any ei, ej ~ E, we have 
Seie~. if and only if eioo*ej or ejto*e~ or eloJrej or esco*ei. 
(B~I) For all e~ in co*(ei) we have e~-ei ~ oJ(ei), and for all e s in toZ(el) 
we have eie~ E to(ei). 
(B~2) If  ej, e o ~ cor(ei) and ej.o;e o then ejeioJ~egei. 
(B2~)* Dual of (B22). 
(B23) If  e~ ~ ¢or(ei) then eje i~e ~ ; if e~ ~ off(el), then e/ejLfej.. 
(Bal) If ei, ej, eg E E, and egJejoJrei then 3(eoei) e~ and (eoei) e~ = eoe j . 
(B30* Dual of (Bal). 
(B3z) I f  es, e o s oor(ei) and e~coteg, then 3(ege~) e i and (ege~) e i -= (egei)(ejei). 
(B32)* Dual of (B32). 
(B41) For all (ei , e~) ~ E × E we have S(ei , ej) ~= D.  
(B42) If  el ,  e~ ~ o~*(eo), then S(ei , e~) eo =- S(eieo , e~e~). 
(Ba~)* Dual of (Ba2). 
A partial groupoid E satisfying all of the above axioms except perhaps axiom 
(B4a) will be called a biordered set. 
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I f  the partial groupoid E is a warp or a biordered set, then for any ei E E, 
the mappings 
• ~(ei): w~(ei) --,- co(el), e~-->eoe,, 
• t(ei): ~t(e,)--)- ~o(ei) , e~---~eie~, 
are idempotent mappings onto w(ei). 
I f  E is a [regular] warp, then the system (E, wt, oJ r, T z, r*) is a [regular] 
biordered set. We call (E, w t, o~ *, r t, z*) the biorder on the warp E. 
I f  E = {ei 1t i e l}  is a warp or a biordered set, and E'  = {fi iI i e l )  is a warp 
or a biordered set, then the one-to-one mapping cp: E -+ E' ,  e i --~fi  is called 
a biorder-isomorphism if conditions (i) and (ii) hold: 
(i) eiw~ej if and only i f f io]f~ , and eioJ~e~ if and only i f f iw~fj..  
(ii) I f  ei~ore~ then (eie~)9~ : f i f J ,  and if eiofle~ then (ejei)c p = fffi. 
Any hiorder-isomorphism "preserves" o~ ~, o~ , ,~(el) , T~(ei), e i E E, and the system 
(E, ¢o z, oJ ~, T ~, z ~) will be called the partial groupoid E, together with its biorder. 
Semibands S x and S 2 will be called biorder-isomorphic if Esl  and Es~ are 
biorder-isomorphic. A semiband S and a warp or biordered set E will be called 
biorder-isomorphic if E s and E are biorder-isomorphic. Let (o) and ( . )  be two 
partial binary operations on the set E : {el l[ i E I ) .  Then, E, . will be called an 
enrichment of E, o if 3el o ei implies 3el * e~ and ei o ej : ei * ei for all (el,  e~) E 
E × E. The partial groupoid of idempotents of a regular semiband is an 
enrichment of a biordered set. I f  E and E'  are warps, then a mapping 9 of E 
into E'  is a warp-homomorphism if for any ei ,  e~ E E, ~eiej implies 3(eig)(e~9), 
and (eie~)9 : (eig)(e~9). A one-to-one mapping 9 of E onto E'  will be called 
a warp-isomorphism when ~eiej if and only if 3(e~)(e~), and (e~e~.)9 = (ei~)(e~9) 
for all ei,  e~. E E. A partial one-to-one transformation ~of the warp E will be 
called a partial w-isomorphism if there exist elements ei, e~ E E such that dora ~ : 
o~(ei), range ~ : w(e~), and ~ maps warp w(ei) isomorphically onto warp w(ej). 
We shall then use notations e~ = e i and f~ :e~ = e~. A rectangular band 
of a warp E is a subset (e~alljEJ, AEA} of E such that e~ae~ : e~.~ for all 
j , h~J ,A , t~EA.  
A fundamental regular semigroup is a regular semigroup for which the 
maximal idempotent separating congruence is the equality. A d~-trivial 
semigroup is a semigroup for which ~ is the equality. 
3. SANDWICH SETS IN A SEMIBAND 
Let (E, co ~, o~ *, z ~, r r) be a biordered set and E = {el II i El}. Let eta .... , e~. k E E, 
k ~ 2. We define U(e~t ..... ejk ) to be the set of all (eq ..... eik_l ) E E × "." X E 
such that 
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and 
(i) eix ~ o~(e~x) n ~o*(e~) ..... ei, ~ toZ(e~,) ~ ~o*(e~,+ 1) ..... 
e,~_l ~ ~oZ(e~_l ) ~ o~(ej~), 
(ii) e~lej2 = e~,ei, ..., eiffel+ 1 = ej~+le i t+ l  . . . . .  ei,_,ejk_l : ej,_leik_x . 
We remark that for any l = 1,..., k - -  2 
ei~e~z+l = ejz+xeiz+x ~ to(ejz+O, 
and 
e~leil ~ w(eh) , eik_xej~ ~ o~(ej~); (3.1) 
moreover, 
= e~+lei~+~oCfei;+~ .....~ei~_~ei~:_xei~ " (3.2) 
We define the sandwich set S(e h .... , e~) to be the set of all (eq ,..., eq_~) 
U(e h ,..., e~) such that 
(erl ..... e~_O ~ U(e~ ,..., e~) implies 
e~erxwre~leix and e~_~e~ co~ei~_e~ 
for all (er~ ..... e~_l ) 6 U(e~ ..... e~). 
I f  k = 2 the foregoing reduces to the definition of the sandwich set of two 
idempotents, given in Section 2. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let E and E'  be biordered sets such that q~: E--+ E'  is a 
biorder-isomorphism; then 
and 
U(e~ ,..., e~)~o : U(e~r ..... %~) 
S(e~ ..... e~)cp = S(ej1%... , e~kcp) 
for all (e h ..... ejk ) ~ E × "" × E. 
Proof. The definitions of U(e h ..... e~) and S(e h .... , ej~) can be given in 
terms of oJ l, ot,  T ~ and ~r. Since any biorder- isomorphism "preserves" o~ ~, co ~, 
r~, ~,  the proof follows. 
In the remaining part of this section we investigate sandwich sets of k 
idempotents in the biordered set (Es ,  oJ ~, co ~, ~, "tO, where S is any semiband. 
We shall put Es = (ei [] i 6 I}. 
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PROPOSITION 3.2. Let  (e~l ,..., e lk_ )  ~ S(e~l ,..., ejk ). Then  
eit -~- eizeit_l ""  eile~lej2 ""  ej~ 
~- e0.+ 1 ..- ejk_lejeie_xeik_~ " ' "  eit 
fo r  any  l = 1,...,  k - -  1. 
P roo f .  We show ei~ ~ ei ei~_~ "'" ei e~ ej~ "'" ej~ by induction. The  statement 
is certainly true for l = 1 since e ie~ = eq.  Let us suppose that etz_~-= 
eiz_~ "" eqe j l  "" e~_~ with 2 ~ l ~< k - -  1. By (3.2) we have 
and consequently 
e% = eiz(ejfli~ ) -= eizeit_~ejz 
= eif l iz_ 1 ... ei lej l  .. .  ejz_lejt • 
Let us now show eit = eJ~+l "" ejei~_~ ... eit by induction. The  statement is 
certainly true for l = h - -  1 since e~ei~_~ = ei~_. Let us suppose that e/~+x 
e~+~ "- e~ ei~_l -'- eq+~, with 1 ~ l ~ k - -  2. By (3.2) we have 
eit~eifl~z+~ -~ e~t+xei~+~, 
and consequently 
ei~ = (eiffel+l) el z = e~+lei~+~ei ~ 
= e~+le~+~ . . .  e~ke i~_  1 . . .  e i t+ le iz .  
From the foregoing we have 
2 ei~ = el, = (ei~+l .-. ej~ei~_l.'- ei~)(et ... e i le i l . ' ,  e~t) 
: e~+~ "" e~ei~_~ "" eile~x ""  e~.  
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let  (ell .... , e i , _ )  ~ U(eg, ..... ei,  ). I f  a = e~ "" e~, and  
a '  : ei~_~ "'" eq  , then daa '  = a'.  E lements  aa '  a = (e~xeq)(e~,ei~) "" (e~,_lei~_~) e~ 
and a'  are inverses o f  each other.  Moreover  aa '  = e~ ei~ and  a'  a = et~_~e~ • 
Proof .  By Proposition 3.2 eq = e~ "-" e~e%_~ -" eh ,  and consequently 
e~ ei~ = (e~ " .  e~)(ei~_~ "" ei~) = aa' .  Again by Proposit ion 3.2 ei~_~ = ei,_~ .... 
ei e~ "'" e~_~ , and consequently ei,_ e~ = (e~,_l ""  eq)(e~a ""  e~) = a' a. Let us 
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show ei~_t "'" e i6L  % ~ R%_t  by induction. The  statement is certainly true 
for l = k - -  1. Let  us suppose that ei~_~ "" ei,+~ @Lei~+ x 0 Rei~_ a , with 1 ~ l 
k - -  2; then ei~_~ ""e iz+Lfe i ,+L fe6+ei ,+~ei  ~, and consequently (ei~_~ ""e i ,+)e i ,  
belongs to the -~c¢'-class of ei, and the ~-c lass  of ei,_~ "'" ei~+x. We conclude 
that e~_l "-- ei, GLei ~ 0 R%_t  for any l = 1,..., k - -  1. Hence 
ei~_l "'" el l  ~Le~  0 Rei~_ ~ = Le i le  q ('~ Re,~_e~ - :  Laa ,  ('~ Ra ,  a . 
Since aa' is an idempotent in the ~f-class of a' = ei~_~ "-" e q ,  we have a'(aa') = 
a'. It  is then immediate that a' and aa'a are inverses of each other: aa'a is the 
inverse of a' in the 3~-class La, a ~ Raa, .  
By Proposit ion 3.2 
eit : e i t+ l  " ' "  e~ ei,_~ " .  eqe j l  " "  e~z 
: e~t+l "" e~a'e~ ... e~ 
for any l : l ..... k - -  1, hence 
(ei eix)(ej2ei2) ""  (ei~_~ei~_l) e~ 
= e~#~..,  eJe~l) e~(e~3"" e~a'e~e~) ... e~_#~a%. . ,  e~_,) e~ 
: aa'aa' ."  a'a : aa'a. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let a = ejl "" ej~ be any element of  the semiband S. U(e 6 ,..., ejk ) 
consists of the elements (eq ..... ei~_l ) = (e~ "" e j f f  e 6 ..... ej~+~ "" ej a' e~ "" e~ ..... 
e jye  6 "" ejk_l ) in which a' is an element of S for  which a' aa' = a'. 
Proof. I f  (eq ,..., eik_x ) is any element of U(eil ,..., e~), then a'  = e/~_x -"  eq 
is an element of S such that a'aa' = a', and for any l = 1,..., k - -  1, we have 
eiz = ejz+ ~ "'" ejka'ej ~ "'" e j :  this follows from Proposit ion 3.2 and Proposit ion 3.3. 
Let  us now suppose that a'  is an element of S such that a'aa' = a'. Then 
for any l = 1 ..... k - -  1, eq = ejz+l "" e~a'e~ "" ej~ is an element of E s that 
belongs to J (e j z+)  n oJZ(e~z ) since 
(eO~ : (ej,+1"" e~'  e~ "" e~)(e~+ ... e je~ ". e~) 
: eh+ ~ ... e~ka'aa'e6 ... ejz 
: e~+~ "" ej~a'ej~ ... e~ : eiz. 
ei ej~+l : e~+ ei~+a for any l ~--- 1,..., k - -  2 is easily verified. We conclude that 
(ei~ ,..., eik_) ~ U(ej, ,..., esk ). 
In  the fol lowing we shall consider subsets Sz(e~x ,..., e~), 1 ~ l ~ k -  1, 
of Es: Sz(e~ ..... e~_~) is the set of all elements ei~ such that there exist ei~ ..... eq_~, 
ei~+x ..... ei~_~ ~ Es  , with (eq ..... ei~_x , ei, , eit+ ~ .... , ei~_~) ~ S(e~ ..... e~). 
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PROPOSITION 3.5. I f  S(e h ,..., e~) ~ D,  then e~xS(e h ..... e~) consists of  
~- re la ted  elements of  o~(eh), and S~_t(e~ ..... e~) e~ consists of  5e-related elements 
of  o~(e~). I f  (eq ,..., ei~_~) and (eq ..... er~_t ) are any two elements of  S(e~ ,..., e~), 
then 
e&erxegofr ~ "." e~_xer~_xe~a~ejteqe~ei~ ... eg~_let~_xeg~. 
Proof.  By the definition of a sandwich set, we must have 
hence, 
e~leqde~ler ~ , e~',e~iote~xe q , 
ei~_~e&ofler~_~e~, er~_~e~to~ei~_le~, 
e~eix~e~lert and ei~_xe~er~_le~ . 
By Proposition 3.3 we have 
and 
ei~_~e~ .Lf er~_le~ehe~le~2er. " ... e~_ er~_le~e~ e~e~le ix  
e r~_ le~e i~_xe~e~eie~ei~ ... e~_e i~_e~e~xei~e~le~l  ; 
consequently 
e~ei~ejoei~ "" e~_lelk_le~J/ge~xer~ej~e~.. "'" ej~_~e~k_te~ ~ 
PROPOSITION 3.6. I f  S(e~x .... , e&) =/= fq, then S~(e h ..... e~k ) is a rectangular 
band for  any I = 1,..., k - -  1. 
Proof. Let ei, and er, be any elements of Sl(e h ..... e~k), 1 ~ l ~ k - -  1. 
Then there exist idempotents eil ,..., eiz_l , eil+~ ,..., eik_l , era ,..., erz_x , ert+x ,..., 
er,_, such that (ei, .... , eik_~ ) and (eq .... , er~_) belong to S(e h ..... e~,). Putting 
a =e h ' ' ' e~k,  a' =e ik_~'"e i t  and a" =erk_~" 'e r l ,  we have by Proposi- 
tions 3.3, 3.5 and Theorem 3.4 
aa' a ~ V(a') ,  aa"a ~ V(a"), aa'a.gg~aa" ,
ei~ = e~+ 1 "'" e~a'e~ 1 "'" ej~, 
er~ = e~+~ "" e~a"ejl "" e~l, l = 1,..., k - -  1, 
ej~ei~ = aa '~aa"  = e j lerx~aa'a~aa"a,  
eik_leik = a'a~q~ a"a = er~_le~k.Leaa' .Lf aa"a. 
Let us now consider a" ~ a'aa". Since aa'~aa" ,  and consequently aa"aa' = aa', 
we have 
atttaa t t t= ataattaataa tt = a'aa'aa 'v = ataa t' = a m. 
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• "" e ame • Put t ing  e~ : e~,+x ~ ~ " e j ,  n : 1,..., k - -  1, we have (esl  . . . . .  es~_~) 
U(eg~ .... , ej~) by Theorem 3.4. F rom Propos i t ion  3.2 and the foregoing we have 
• " e. a"e .  = aa 'a  " " 
. . . .  e tv x - -  ejl(ej~ j~a ej1 ) : eixerl 
and 
= e. a"~e • = ' ~ es~- le~ ~ ~1 "'" e~ e~a aa  a = eha  a 
a ~ = (ei~ ell " "  e~v._ 0 e~ = e i~_eh , .  
From this, and (eq ..... ei~_) ,  (e~x ,..., e~_l ) e S(e~l  ..... e~) we have 
e~eq~o*'e~fls~ and et~_fl~ ofles~_lej~ 
for any (etl ..... etk_ )~ U(eJ l  . . . .  , e~_ l  ). We conc lude that  (e~l .... ,e ,~_~)e 
S(e j  x .... , e i ) ,  and e~, ~ S~(ej~ ..... ejk ) for any n : 1 ..... k - -  1. 
Put t ing  a Iv = a"aa ' ,  and e% = ej,,+~ ""  ejkaIV e~l . . .  e~, , n = 1, . . . ,  k - -  1, one 
can show in the same way that  (eul  . . . . .  e , ,~_)  ~ S(e~l  , . . .  , e~)  and eu, ~ Sn(e~ .. . .  , %)  
for anyn  : 1 .... , k - -  1. 
We can now write 
" ' "  e ! tt ejzer ~ : (e j z+ l  j~a  e j l  . . -e j z ) (e j z+ l ' "e ,ka  et l . . ,  e j z )  
: e j z+l  " "  e j ,a 'aa"e j l  " ' "  e j~  
• " e a try = e j t+ l  Jk e j l  " -  e jz  
=e.~,  wi th 1 ~ l~k- -  1, 
and analogously,  
erze~z : eu~, w i th  1 ~ l ~ k - -  1. 
Fur thermore ,  
es ,e ,~ = (e j~+ 1 "" e j% 1 "" e J ) (e~+l  . . .  e~. a~ve j l  . . .  ej~) 
: e~t+l . . .  e~a 'aa lVe~x . . .  ej2 
: ejz+ x "'" e~ka'a(a"aa"  ) aa 'e j l  " "  ejt  
= ej,+x . . .  e~ka'aa'ej1 . . .  e~z 
: ejz+1 "" ejka'ej~ ""  e~ 
: eQ,  with  1 ~ 1 ~ k - -  1, 
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and analogously, 
e,,e,, = erz , with 1 <l<k--1. 
We conclude that 
is a rectangular band; this suffices to show that S,(ejl ,..., ej,), I < I < R - 1, 
is a rectangular band. 
PROPOSITION 3.7. If S(ejI ,..., e,,) # (7 then S,(ejl ,..., ej,) ejz+I = ej,+,Sl+r(ej, , 
. . . . ej,) is a rectangular band for any 1 = I,..., k - 2. 
Proof. We shall use the same notations as in the foregoing proposition; let us 
consider two arbitrary elements eiLejl+I = ejL+Iei,+, and erlejl+, -= ejl+lepl+l of 
S,(ejl ,..., e,,) ejl+I L= ejL+lSl+l(ejl ,..., e,,). Since e,12’e,l and er,9es, , we have 
eUlejr+ldRe. e. 21 j&l and e e. an&l ~~+l~s~~ll . pSince e, ge, and ei - ge, 
ej,,,euL+l% 5 
1+1 1+1 
Consequently, ’ 1 
1+1 ’ we have 
1,-l 1+1 32+1 Zl+l 32+1 St+1 . 
t 
e%eiL+l = ejL+leu li-1 eT pi 1+1 = eil+lerl+, 
e&,+, = ejl+fi,+, eslejltl 
1 
= ej2+,es,,, 
is a B-array in SL(ejl ,..., ej,) ej ItI = ej,+,Sl+r(ej, ,..., ej,). From 
(ei,ej,+,)(ejl+le,l+l) = (ej,+l ... e@‘eil ... eiL+J h,,, ..* eip’ej, ... ej,..,) 
= ejl+l 
I ,I ... eiba aa ejl ... ejL+l 
= (ejl,l ... ej,a ei, ” “’ eJ ej,,, 
== estej,. 1 T 
we know that this g-array must be a rectangular band. We conclude that 
S,(ejl ,..., ej,) ejL+* = ej,+,Sl+r(ej, ,..., ejb) must be a rectangular band. 
The following gives a schematic picture of the sandwich set S(ejl ,..., ej,). 
If (eil ,..., eirml ) belongs to S(ejl ,..., ej,), we can locate ej ei ej ei .‘. ejkmIef,_,ej, 1 1 2 2 
in the 9%class of eilei, and the Z-class of eikmIejk .
PROPOSITION 3.8. Let (eil ,..., ei,-,) E S(ejI ,..., ej,) and ejI ... e,,: -= a. Then 
ej ei ei ei ... eikml 3K 1 1 a 2, e. = b is a regular element in L(a) CI R(a). If c is any regular 
eZement zn L(a) n R(a), then c 6 L(b) n R(b). In particular, rf (e,.2 ,..., er,C-,) E 
U(ejl ,..., ej,), then c = ejle,,ejeer, ... eTkel )I e.. is a regular element in L(a) n R(a), 
and c EL(b) n R(b). S(ejl ,..., ej,) consists of the elements (e,.I ,..., eYpml) of 
U(ejI ,..., ejk) for which ej e, ej e 1 1 2 r2 ..’ er,-,ej, = c&b. 
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Proof .  Let  us put a'  = ei~_~ "'" ei 1 ; then b = aa 'a  and a' are inverses of 
each other by Proposit ion 3.3. Hence b ~ L (a )  n R(a), and b is a regular dement .  
Let  c be a regular dement ,  and c ~ L (a )  n R(a). Let  c' be any inverse of c. 
Since c eL(a) ,  there exist idempotents e~l ..... e~, such that e = es~ "" e~e h "'" es~ • 
Let  us put  
et~ = es~ ... es ej~ ... e~c'es~ 
° , °  
e~ = es~+~ "'" es e& ""  e~c'es~ "" es~ 1 ~ p ~ n - -  1 
° ° °  
e~n : e h ... es~c'es~ ... es~ 
eta+ 1 : e~2 ... ejkc'es~ ... es e~ 
. o ,  
et~+q : ej~+l " ' "  e~c 'es l  " "  es ej l  " ' "  e~q 1 <~ q ~ k - -  1 
, . ,  
et~+~_l = e~c'esl  . . .  es e~l . . .  e jk_ l .  
Then c : ese~e~2et2 "" ese~e~e%+ 1 ... e jket ,+k_e~ by a result of [9], and 
(etl .... , et,+~_~) E U(e~l ..... e%, e~- ,..., ej~). Clearly 
c 6L(ehet ,+ l  . . .  ejk_let,~+k_es~ ) 
and 
'(et,+ x ,..., e,.+,,_l) 6 U(e h ,..., e~).  
By Proposit ion 3.3 we have 
e~et.+~ ..- e~_let.+~_~e~ S('e~.+~_~e~ 
hence c ~ L(e~.+~_ e~). Since 
et,+~_~e~to tei~_~e~ 
we then have c ~L(e i~_e~) .  By Proposit ion 3.3 we have 
b = aa 'a~a 'a  = ei~_~e~, 
and consequently c ~L(b) .  We can show dually that c ~ R(b) .  
I f  (eq ..... e~_a) ~ S(e~ ..... e~), then the foregoing shows that 
e~er~e~er2 "'" e~_~er~e~ : c ~ L (b)  ~ R(b) .  
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By the same argument b ~L(c)  ~ R(c), and consequently b~,~c. Conversely, if 
(eq .... , e%_) ~ U(ey~ .... , ey) and e~ erxey2e~ "." e~_ er~_xe~ = cd/Cb, then 
e~ei~-~bXec~ejie~ ~ 
and 
e ~_~e~ b~cS~er~_t e~ 
by Proposition 3.3, and consequently (e~ .... , e%_x) c S(eyx .... , e~). 
TI-mOREM 3.9. I f  a = e~a "" e~ is a regular element of S, then S(ey~ ..... eye) 
[~. S(eyt ..... ey) consists of  all elements (eq ..... ei~_~) = (ey "" ey a' ey~ ,..., e~+t "" 
e ja 'e~ "." e~ ,..., e~a'e~ "" ey~_~)for which a' is an inverse of a. If (e~),..., e! ~),~_1, ~ 
are any k -  1 elements of S(e~x ..... e~) (n = 1,..., k -  1), then e~ "" e~ 
e-e~X)e • e(2) {k-l) In  particular . . . . .  for  Sl q ~2 ~ "" e~_xei~_~ ey~. e~l ej~ --eyxeile~zei~ ""e~_ei~_ey ~ 
any (eq ..... e,~_l)~ S(e~l ..... ey). 
Proof. By Proposition 3.8 S(e 6 ..... ej~) consists of all (e~x ,..., e~_x ) of 
U(ey I .... , e~) for which 
eyxerxe~erz ... e~_er~_xey~a.  
I f  (eq ..... ei~_x) = (e G "'" ey a'ey~ ,..., ey~+~ .." ey a'ey 1 "" ey e ,..., ey a' es~ " .  eyk_x) with 
a' an inverse of a, then by Theorem 3.4 
(e,~ ,..., eik_~) c U(ejx ..... e~k ) 
and by a result of [9] (see also [8]) 
ejleixej~eiz "'" ej~_lei~_xej~ ~ a ; 
consequently we then have (eq .... , ei,_l ) c S(ey 1 ,..., %) .  Let (esx ,..., e~,_x) be 
any element of S(eyt .... , eyk). By Proposition 3.8 eyle~e~es2 "" e~,_es,._eja~°a. 
Let us put a"= es~_le%_ 2 "" e~ ; then by Proposition 3.3 a" and aa"a = 
e~esle~es~ ... ey~_esk_ey k are inverses of each other and 
aa"a~aa" : e~esl ,
aa"a~a"a  : es~_~eyk_ x . 
We conclude that a~aa"  and aLPa"a, and consequently aa"a = a; this implies 
that a" is an inverse of a. By Proposition 3.2 (esl .... , esk_l ) = (e~. 2 "'" ei,a"ey ~ ..... 
48x/65/t-I I 
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e. a”e. .. * ej,-,). If (e$:) ,..., eir!)J, n = l,..., k - 1, are any K - 1 elements of 
$ 31 ejl ,..., e,,) then there exist inverses @,..., &-l) of a such that 
e!l) = e. (1) aa 3 a+1 *-* ejka ej, a** ej, (1 = l,..., k - 1) 
and 
e. e!l)e. e!‘) 21 21 32 % . . . e. e!“-l) 3k-1 ak-1 ejk 
= ei, . * * ejk$l)e. 31 ... ejka(2) *-* ejl a*- ejk$k-l)ej, -a- ejk 
= aa(l)aa(2) . . . aaw-l)a = a 
THEOREM 3.10. Let S be a semiband. Then the following statements are 
equivalat. 
(i) Thepartialgroupoid Es is biorder-isomorphic with a regular biordered set. 
(ii) For all k > 2 and all ejl ,..., ejb E Es , S(ejl ,..,, ej,) # 0. 
(iii) For all ei , ej E Es , S(ei , ej) # 0. 
Proof. (i) * (ii). Let the partial groupoid Es be biorder-isomorphic with a 
regular biordered set. By Theorem 7 of [12] there exists a regular semigroup T 
such that Es is biorder-isomorphic with ET. Let v: ET -+ Es be the biorder- 
isomorphism of ET onto Es . Since T is a regular semigroup, the subsemigroup 
(ET) of T must be regular too by [8]. By Theorem 3.9 we have S(ejlcp-l,..., 
ej,cp-l) # 0 for all k 3 2 and all ejl ,..., ejlc E Es . By Proposition 3.1 
S(e&,..., ej,@)V = Sk, ,.-, ejk) # q 
for all K > 2 and all ejl ,..., ejk: E Es . 
(ii) * (iii) is trivial. 
(iii) * (i). Let us consider the partial groupoid Es , 0 for which 3ei 0 ej and 
ei 0 ej = eiej if and only if e,wLj or eiw*ej or ejw’ei or ejwrei . It is clear that 
Es is an enrichment of Es, 0 and Es is biorder-isomorphic with Es , 0. It is 
very easy to check conditions (B1)-(BsJ* for E, , 0. The proof for (B4.J follows 
from Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 2.10 of [3], and (B4J is satisfied by (iii). 
Remark 3.11. Theorem A of [4] states that any regular warp is biorder- 
isomorphic with a regular biordered set. The following example shows that 
the partial groupoid of idempotents of a semiband satisfying the equivalent 
conditions (i), (ii), (iii) of Th eorem 3.10 need not be a regular warp. 
Let L be the free semiband of type 2, i.e. the semigroup generated by the 
elements e and f subject to the defining relations e2 = e, f 2 = f. Let S be the 
semigroup L together with a zero 0. Then Es = {e, f, 0} [l], and 
S(e, f) = S(f, e) = S(0, f) = S(0, e) = S(e, 0) = S(f, 0) = (0); 
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hence S satisfies conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 3.10; in fact oJ ~ = 
oJ = co, and (Es ,  oJ) is the three-element semilattiee 
e ,  . f  
\ /  
0 
Since 0 e S(e, f ) ,  and (eO)(Of) 6 Es ,  whereas ef 6 Es ,  we conclude that the partial 
groupoid Es does not satisfy condition (R2) , and consequently E s is not a 
regular warp. 
4. THE FREE SEMIBAND WITH RESPECT TO THE BIORDER ON THE PARTIAL 
GROUPOID OF IDEMPOTENTS OF A SEMIBAND 
Let (E, ~o ~, oJ r, T *, T r) be a biordered set, and E = (ei I1 i e l} .  Let {e~* ]li e l}  
be a set, and E--~ {e~* II i~ I} ,  ei--~ e~* a one-to-one mapping. On the free 
semigroup generated by the elements ei*, i e I, we shall consider a congruence 
relation p defined as follows: we put ej* 1 -.. e*~kt~-e*il "'"e~* if and only if for any 
semiband V for which q~: E--+ Ev  is a biorder-isomorphism we must have 
that  (e j f io )  " "  (e~fi~) : (eq~) " "  (eifi~) holds in V. We shall call p the congruence 
relation imposed by the biorder on E. The semigroup which is freely generated 
by the elements e*, i e / ,  subject to the congruence relation p will be denoted 
by E*; if S is a semiband and (E s , oJ ~, oJ ~, -r ~, T r) the biorder on the partial 
groupoid of idempotents of S, then Es* will be called the free semiband with 
respect o the biorder on the partial groupoid of idempotents of S. Theorem 4.4 
will justify this terminology. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let E be a biordered set and V a semiband such that 
~o: E -+Ev,  ei---~fi is a biorder-isomorphism. Then the one-to-one mapping 
O: e* -+ f i , i e I ,  can be extended in a unique way to a homomorphism of E* 
onto V. 
Proof. On the semigroup which is freely generated by the elements e*, 
i e I, we consider the congruence relation p which is imposed bythe biorder on E. 
Let e*~l "'" e~k and e~ --" e.*8, be any two p-equivalent elements. By the definition 
of p 
(e 0) . . .  * . . . .  (e,kO) = h l  "" hk = fq  "" f i ,  = (e*O) (e*O) 
holds in V. Hence 0 can be extended to a homomorphism of E* onto V. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let S be a semiband and Es - - (e iH ie l} .  Then E* s is a 
semiband, and Eg} = {e~* ]]i e l}.  
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Proof. Clearly e* and e'e*/i, i ~ I, are p-equivalent words in the semigroup 
which is freely generated by the elements e*, i E I. Hence e*"= e* holds 
in Es* for any i E/,  and thus (e/* [] i ~ I} C Ee . .  Since E* s is generated by the 
elements e/*, i ~/ ,  E~s must be a semiband. 
Let ej* --- e~ be an idempotent of E*. Since the one-to-one mapping ~b: e/* -+ ei 
can be extended in a unique way to a homomorphism of Es* onto S by the 
foregoing proposition, we know that e3x "" ejk is an idempotent of S, and we 
can put eJl ' "  ej~ -- ej for some j eL  Let V be any semiband for which the 
one-to-one mapping cp: Es--+ Ev ,  ei---~fi is a biorder-isomorphism. Again 
by the foregoing proposition we know that f~ "'f Jk must be an idempotent 
of V, and we can putf j  I "-f~. - - f r  for some r ~ L By Proposition 3.3, Proposi- 
tion 3.5, and Theorem 3.9, e,- is ~-related with the elements of e~xSx(e~l ..... e~) 
and £f-related with the elements of S~_x(e~l, .... e~) e~ ; by the same argument, 
f,. is .~-related with the elements of f~- Si(f~ ~ ..... f~) and £¢-related with the 
elements of S~_~(~. ,..., f j ) f~ .  Since ~ is a biorder-isomorphism, we have 
S(e~ ..... e~,)ep = S(e~lc p ..... e~cp) = S( f~ ..... f j ,) 
by Proposition 3.1. Hence, 
and 
Sl(ej. x ,..., e~)cp = SI(LI ,'--,Lk) 
Sk-l(ej l  .... , e~k)g° = S~:-l(f~l ,-..,Lk). 
Since every element of Sl(eJl 
isomorphism, we will have 
dually, 
..... ejk ) belongs to w~(e~x ) and since W is a biorder- 
(ej1Sl(e;l ..... e&))cp = (e~lcP)(Sl(e h ,..., e~,)9~ ) 
= f ,~S l ( f~ , " ' ,  fJk); 
(S~_l(ejt ..... e~,) e~k)c p = Sk_l(f~ 1 ..... f~k) fJ," 
This implies that efp =f j  is ~-related with the elements of f~1S1(~.1 .... , f j )  
and ~Cf-related with the elements of Sk_i(f~. a , '" , f J , ) f3k" Consequently f j3~f,. ,  
and thus fr  = f~ = cA°. This implies that e~ and e~-- '  e~ are p-equivalent 
words in the semigroup which is freely generated by the elements e/*, i ~ [. 
Thus e~ "" e~ = e* in Es*. 
We conclude that EE~ = {e/* I[ i E [} .  
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let S be a semiband and Es = (ei [I i ~ I}. Then the one- 
to-one mapping ~: EE~ --> Es , e* ---> e i is a biorder-isomorphism. 
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Proof. Let us suppose ei~oYs in Es ; if V is a semiband and ~: Es --+ Ev ,  
e~--~fi a biorder-isomorphism then clearly fifo%, in V; therefore e*e~pe* in  
the semigroup which is freely generated by the elements e*, i ~I .  Thus 
e 'e*  = e* in E*, and e*o~Ze * in EEl. Dually, if eioJ~ej in Es,  then e 'de*  
in E~:~. 
Since by Proposition 4.1 the one-to-one mapping ~b can be extended to a 
homomorphism of Es* onto S, we have that eiw¥ s in E s if and only if e*oJ¥* 
in EE~ and in this case (e*e*)~b = el i  (i.e. e 'e*  = (ese~)*), and dually e~o"es 
in E s if and only if e*co~e~ in Ee~ and in this case (e/*e*)~b = eiej (i.e. e~*e* 
(eies)*). This shows that ~b is a biorder-isomorphism. 
We summarize results 4.1 ~.3  in the following theorem: 
THEOREM 4.4. Let S be any semiband. There exists a semiband Es ~ and a 
biorder-isomorphism ~:Ee*s ~ Es , ei* - -+ e i  such that the following is satisfied: 
i f  V is a semiband and ~v: Es -+ Ev , ei --* f ,  a biorder-isomorphism, then the 
biorder-isomorphism ~@o: EE~ ~ V can be extended in a unique way to a homo- 
morphism of E* s onto V. 
COROLLARY 4.5. Let S and V be semibands. Then E* s ~ E* v if and only if 
E s and Ev are biorder-isomorphie. 
Let S be a semiband and Es =(e iH i~[} .  Let (Yil]i~[} be a set, and 
Es -~ {ei I] iE I},  ei --~ ei a one-to-one mapping. Let S be the semigroup which 
is freely generated by the elements ei, i ~ I, subject to the following defining 
relations: 
gigs = gs if eiO~ej in S, 
gigs = ei if eiSfe s in S, 
if e 6 ..- es~ is a regular element of S and 
(e l  I "'" ei~_l) ~ S(esl,..., %). 
(remark that from Theorem 3.9 we know that if ej l - ' ,  esk is regular, then 
S(es  1 ..... es~,) =)~ [~). 
PROPOSITION 4.6. Let V be any semiband such that 
(i) ~o: E s --+ Ev,  e i -+ f i  is a biorder-isomorphism, 
(ii) fs x "" fj~ is regular in V if esx ... es~ is regular in S. 
Then the one-to-one mapping O: ei-+ f i ,  i ~ I can be extended in a unique way 
to a homomorphism of • onto V. In particular, the one-to-one mapping gi --~ ei, 
i ~ [ can be extended in a unique way to a homomorphism of S onto S. 
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Proof. The defining relation ~i~- : ~. holds in ~ if eider, in S; in this case 
eiej = e~., and also 
(~iO)(~jO) : f i f J  : (eicp)(eJg) : e~9 : f~ : ~0, 
since 9 is a biorder-isomorphism. Analogously, if the defining relation ~/~- : ~/ 
holds in S, then (~/0)(~0) : ~/0 holds in V. 
Let e~. "" e~k be a regular element of S, and (eil ..... eik_x ) E S(e~ ..... e~k ). Then 
~ . .  ~ 
e h • ej~ : eheilej2ei~ ... ejk_leik_leik_lejk 
is a defining relation for ~. By Proposition 3.1 
(eq%.. . ,  e ik_ lg ) :  (f/x ..... f/k-x) ~ S( fh  ..... fJ~) 
= S(ehc fl..... ei cp). 
We know that f~x ""fg~ is a regular element of V; hence, by Theorem 3.9, 
A1 "'" f~  : A,f/1AJ/~ "'" fJk-lf/~-lL~ 
= (A~A~)(A~A)  ' "  (A~_l f /k_ l ) ( f i~_lL~).  
Since for any 1 : 1 ..... k - -  1, e,t ~ ¢J(ej) ~ o~v(eh+t), and since ~o is a biorder- 
isomorphism, we have 
L J i~  = (ehei~)g° for any l = 1 ..... k - -  1, 
and 
fik--lf~k : (eik-le~'k)tP, 
and consequently 
fh f i z  : ehei~O 
and 
for any l=  l , . . . , k - -  1, 
f i k - l f  J~ = ei~-le~ 0" 
We conclude that 
(ehO) "" (e3kO) = (eheilO)(ej2eiO) "" (ejk_leik_~O)(eik_le~kO) 
holds in V. This completes the proof of this proposition. 
PROPOSITION 4.7. ~ is a semiband and Eg  : (ei II i~ I} .  
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Proof .  Since for any el ~ Es ,  ei:~ei, we must  have ~i~i : ei for all el, 
i ~ I ;  hence (ei IIi ~/} _c E~, and ~ is a semiband. 
Let e'~l-'" e-~ be an idempotent of S. By Proposition 4.6 we know that 
e~l "-- e~. must be an idempotent of S. Let us put e~- "-" e~ = ei and 
e i t :  ei~ ... ei~eie~l, 
. . .  
eiz : e~+~ "" e~e,% "" e~z ,  
ei~_t : ei~eiejt ""  e~_z ; 
then e i ,  ei 1 ,..., ei~_t are idempotents of S, and (eq ..... e i~_)  ~ S(e~ 1 ,..., ej~) by 
Theorem 3.9. Again by Theorem 3.9 we also have 
e i : egl "'" e~ ~ egteileg~e % "'" ei~_~ei~_fl~. 
By the observation made before Proposition 3.8, we can locate ei in the ~-class 
of e0-e q and in the oL~°-class of ei~_ e0- ~ . This immediately implies that ~ is in the 
~-class of e~eix and in the ~(~'-class of e~_  e~ . In ~ the equality 
holds. From 
N N N 
~ ~ . . .  
e~ "" e~ : e~leilei~ei2 e~_lei~_~ei~_le~ 
ej leq~-~e,f~eqea~ = e~e~2~ ... £Pe~z~ei~e~+x 
we immediately have 
• .. e~.'-"-e~ e i e~. must be in the ~-class of e6e q and consequently eJxeilejei2 . k -1  1 , -1  k -1  .t~ 
~ . . .  ~ and in the ~°-class of elk_tej~. As a result we have that ej- 1 ej- and ei are 
~-re lated idempotents in ~, so, e~-'" e)~ = et. We conclude that Eg = 
(g~ I] i E I}. 
PROPOSITION 4.8. The mapp ing  ~b: E s --+ Eg ,  e i --+ e, is a b io rder - i somorph ism.  
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Proof. I f  ei~o~ej in S, then eje~ = e~ ~ Es and e~£~e~. Clearly e~ ~ S(e~, el) 
and e, ~ S(ei,  e~), and thus 
eies ese~ 
and 
g~ei : : esei : es = e l i  e~eieiei 
holds in ~. Dually, if ei~ore~ in S, then e,'ei = ei and ~ig~- = e~e~ in ~. Th is  
shows that ~b is a b iorder -homomorphism;  since by Proposit ion 4.6 the one- 
to-one mapping Eg -+ E s , ei --+ ei can be extended to a homomorph ism of 
onto S, ~b must  be a biorder- isomorphism. 
PROPOSITION 4 .9 .  eJ1 "" e~, is a regular element of S if and only if e~l "" e~ 
is a regular element of S. S is regular i f  and only if S is regular. 
Proof. I f  e'J1 -.. e-,. k is a regular element of ~, then ej~ "" e~ is regular in S 
since the mapping Eg ~ Es ,  ei --~ e, can be extended to a homomorph ism 
of ~ onto S. 
I f  e,- x ..- ejk is a regular element of S, then S(e 6 ..... e~ k) 4: [ ]  by Theorem 3.9, 
and for any (ei~ ,..., e~k_~ ) 6 S(e h ..... e~k ) 
~ . . .  ~ 
holds in ~. But, since 
e~xei,~ei~eile~ ~ = e~ei2~ "'" ~ ei,~e, te~z+, 
we know that e'Jl ... gj ~eJleix. Hence, eTji "" ~ is d - re la ted  with an idempotent,  
" "" " is a regular element of ~. and consequently e~. 1 e,- 
The  fol lowing is a variant of result 4.6. 
THEOREM 4.10. Let V be a semiband, and Ev = (f i  I] i6 I} .  I f  ~b is a homo- 
morphism of V onto S such that 
(i) ~b: Ev  --+ Es , f i  --~ ei is a one-to-one mapping, 
(ii) fax "" fJk is regular in V if and only i f  e~a "'" es~ is regular in S, 
then the one-to-one mapping O: Eg ~ Ev , gl ---~ f i  can be extended in a unique 
way to a homomorphism of ~q onto V, and ~: Ev -+ Es is a biorder-isomorphism. 
Proof. Let  ei and e¢ be any two d - re la ted  idempotents of S. Then  gig~. = gj 
holds in ~. Since 
(f~A)~b = (f~sb)(fj~b) = eie~ = ej. 
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is regular in S, fd,. must be regular in V; let a' be an inverse off/f~ in V. Clearly 
a'~b must be an inverse of (fif~)~b = e,- in S, and consequently 
(f~L'a'f34' = eie~(a'~b) ei = ei . 
Since f i f , .a ' f i  is an idempotent of V, and since ~b: Ev  ~ Es  is one-to-one, 
we must have f i f~a ' f i  = f i .  Analogously, since f~a' f i f~ is an idempotent of V,
and since 
(f~.a'fif~)~b : e~(a'~b) e~e~ = e~ , 
we must have f j a ' f~f j  = f j .  The idempotent f~a' f i  of V is A-related with 
f j a ' f i f j  = f j  and &a2related with f i f j a ' f i  = fi ; this implies that the idempotent 
(fja~fi)~b of S must be A-related with e~ and &a-related with e i ,  and thus 
(fja~fi)~b = ei. From this we have f j a ' f i  = f i ,  and we conclude that f iA f~.  
As a result we see that (giO)(~jO) = ijO holds in V. 
Dually, if e~ and e~ are any two &a-related idempotents of S, then i~g~ = i~ 
holds in ~, and (~0)(~0) Y~O holds in V. 
Let ej~ "- ej~ be a regular element of S, and let us suppose that (eq ,..., e;~_l ) 
is any element of S(e~,  .... ej-). Then 
~ . . ,  ~ 
ej 1 eL~ = ehei lejei2 ...  e~k_lei~_xeik_xei~ 
holds in S. By Theorem 3.9 there exists an inverse b' of ejx'" e,. in S, such that 
e i l :  ei~ ...  e~b'e h . 
e,z = eh+ ~ . "  e~b'e~l ...  e h , 
b' ei,_x = ej, e h "" e~_~ .
Let us put ejl --. %b'  : er and b'e~ "" ej~ = es. We know that fh  ""f~'k must 
be a regular element of V; let c' be an inverse o f f~ "" f~k in V. Then c'~b must 
be an inverse of e~ ' "  ej~. = (f~l "'" fj~)~b in S, and consequently 
and 
• " "  e t e h ~(c  ~b) Ae, ,  
(c't~) e h . . .  e~k&ae s . 
By the first part of the proof we conclude that 
f#f~ l  " f~/A f ,  l " f~,&aC%l " f~&aL .  
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Let d' be the unique inverse of f~x ""fi~ in V which is located in Ls, n R L . 
Then d'~b is the inverse of e h "" e~, that belongs to 3¢~-class Le, t~ Re~ , and thus 
d'~b = b'. Since for any l = 1,..., k --  1, f~+t ""f~ df~ 1 ""fs, is an idempotent 
of V, and 
d' = b' = (fsz+,'"fs~ ' f6"" fs ' )$  es,+,"" es~ esl '"  e,, ei,, 
we can put 
S~,+1 ""i,.a%l " f , ,  = f, , .  
I t  is also clear that (fq ..... fi~_l) ~ S(f j~ ..... f~),  and 
f,~ "'" f~ = (f,J,~)(fs2f,2) "'" ( i , , _ , f , , _ , ) ( f i , _ , i ,~) .  
Since 
( f J , )¢  = e~le,~ , ' " ,  (L~_~f,~_l)¢ = e~_ e,~_l ,  
( f  i~_lf ~)4~ = ei~_les~ , 
we can put 
f~ Jq  = e,'-~qO,..., fJ~-lAk-1 = e~-~eik-~O, 
fi~-lfJk = ei~_ps~O. 
We conclude that 
(~60) ... (g~kO) = (ejl~-eilO)(e~,~iO) ... (e~_flik_iO)(ei~_le~O) 
holds in V. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Let (E, oJ ~, oJ r, 7 ~, T r) be a regular biordered set, and E = (ei [I i ~ I ) .  Let 
(~ II i~ I}  be a set, and E -+ {ei II i E I} ,  ei -+ ei a one-to-one mapping. Let ~' 
be the semigroup which is freely generated by the elements i i ,  subject to the 
defining relations 
~i~ = ~j if ei~e~ in E, 
~i~ : ei if ei.LPe~ in E, 
~ ~ 
erl ... esk : e~leqes2ei2 ... esk_le~k_teik_aes,, 
where 
(e/i , . . . ,  ei~_ 1) ~ S(e~ 1 .. . . .  e~k). 
Using results 4.6-4.9 we can show the following main theorem: 
THEOREM 4.11. ~ is a regular semiband, and E# = (ei I] i ~ I}. The one-to-one 
mapping 4~: E~ -+ E, ei -+ ei is a biorder-isomorphism. I f  V is a regular semiband, 
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and ~: E---~ Ev,  ei ----~fi a biorder-isomorphism, then the biorder-isomorphism 
~bq~: E~ ~ Ev Can be extended in a unique way to a homomorphism of ~ onto V. 
Proof. From Theorem 7 of [12] we know that there exists a regular semigroup 
T(E) such that E and Er(e) are biorder-isomorphic, and from [8], we have 
that <ET(E)> is a regular semiband. Obviously /~_/~T(E) ~-<Er(e)>, and the 
theorem follows from results 4.6--4.9. 
We shall call E the regular free semiband with respect o the regular biordered 
set (E, oJ ~, o~ T, ~, Tr). 
COROLLARY 4.12. Let V be a regular semiband, and (E, o~ , ~o r, r ~, r T) a regular 
biordered set such that E--+ Ev,  ei ---~ f/  is a biorder-isomorphism. Let a: E--+ V 
be the homomorphism of ~ onto V which extends the biorder-isomorphism Eg --+ Ev , 
e~ --+ f i  . Then a o a -1 C_ 6Y'~. I f  V is fundamental, then a o a -1 is the maximal 
idempotent-separating congruence on E. I f  V is ~t-trivial, then a o a -1 = 
is a congruence on ~. I f  V is a band, then E is an idempotent-generated band of 
groups. 
Proof. Since the restriction of a to Et~ is a one-to-one mapping of E~ onto 
Ev,  a o a -1 must be an idempotent separating congruence on/~; but ~ is regular 
by Proposition 4.9, and by a result from [10], we must have a o a -1 _C ~;,4C~. 
I f  V is Off-trivial, (r maps any two A- re la ted  elements onto the same element 
of V; in this case ~ = a o a -1. I f  V is a band then ogf~ = a o a -t is again 
a congruence, and for any f /E  V we have He, = i/a o a -1 ----f/a-t; in this case 
must be a band of groups. 
COROLLARY 4.13. Let S and V be regular semibands. Let Es and Ev be the 
regular free semibands with respect to the regular biordered sets Es and Ev respec- 
tively. Then F's ~ ~v if and only if Es and Ev are biorder-isomorphic. In particular, 
if -r is any idempotent-separating congruence on S, then ~q = ~s ~ S/r = Es/~ . 
Proof. Immediate from 4.10 and 4.11. 
THEOREM 4.14. Let (E, o~ t, m r, r l, r r) be a regular biordered set. Then 1~ is 
the semigroup which is freely generated by the elements ~/, i ~ I subject to the 
defining relations 
~i~j = gj if ei~e j in E, 
eiej  = ei i f  ei~qfe s in E, 
eiej  = eie~ese¢ if e s @ S(e i  , ej) in E. 
Proof. Let E be the semigroup which is freely generated by the elements ei, 
i e I, subject to the defining relations mentioned in the theorem. Clearly E 
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is a semiband and {ei ]l i ~I} _C E~. By Theorem 7 of [12] there exists a regular 
semigroup T(E), such that E and Er(e ) are biorder-isomorphic; <ET(e)) is a 
regular semiband, and E<er(e) > = Er(e) is biorder-isomorphic with E; in the 
proof of this theorem we shall identify biordered sets E and E~(~.) . We also 
have /~ = Er(e) = (ET(e)). By Proposition 4.6 we also know that the mapping 
{el ]1 i ~ I} --+ Er(e), ~ --+ ei can be extended in a unique way to a h0momorphism 
of E onto (Er(e)). 
Let e~ "" e~ be a regular element of E which is ~-related with some i~, 
s e I and let e~-+~ be any element of {eill i s  I}. Then e~l " '  e~ e~-+ ~°~e~.+ . 
For any ete S(e~, e~+~) we have 
eset~et~eteh+ a , 
and consequently 
Since ise]~+l = es'~etete~+l in E, we have i~e~. +~e~j~+~ in E. We conclude that 
e-j~ "-" e'j e'jz+l is a regular element of E which is 5a-reIated with e~+~ e {ei [[ i ~ I}. 
By induction we can now show that any element of E is regular, and 5e-related 
with some element of {gi [] i c I} ;  dually, any element of E is ~-related with 
some element of {~ Ii i ~I}. 
I f  gi~ "'" e]~ is an idempotent of E, then ejt "-" ejk is an idempotent of (Er,E)) 
and we can put e~ "" e~ = e~. Since e2~---g~ eLgin ~ Re, for some m, n~I ,  
we also have e~ = ej~ "" ej~ e Le,, ~ R%. From this follows that i,. e Le, ~ ~ Re,, 
and consequently e-~t ""e~- = g~. We conclude that E/z = (el I] i 6 [}. 
The proof of the theorem now follows from Theorem 4.10. 
COROLLARY 4.15. Let S and V be regular semibands, and suppose that q~ 
is an epimorphism of S onto V. Then the mappings Eg ~ Eg , ei --> eiq~ can be 
extended in a unique way to a homomorphism ~ of S = ff's onto 17 = Ev , and 
the following diagram will be commutative: 
S ,v --~ V e i ¢~ -+ ei~ 
ol l o 
------)-~. 17 i i - -T -~ ei~o 
Proof. If  ei~ej in S, then e#~LPe~ in V, and thus eig~e~ = e~--'~ in l~. 
Analogously, if ei~'e~ in S, then ei~'~e~2-~ eAo in 17. 
Let us now suppose that e i and ej are any two idempotents of S, and e~ 
S(ei, e2). By Theorem 3.9 there exists an inverse a' of a = eiej such that 
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e~ e~a'ei ; but then a'~ is an inverse of (eiq~)(e~go) in S, and again by Theorem 3.9, 
e~0 = (e~9)(a'c~)(eicp) must be an element of S(ei% e~q~). From this we conclude 
that eiq~e~o = (eiq~)(e~q~)(e~cp)(eAo) = (eies)cp (e~e~)cp holds in 17. 
From Theorem4.14 we can now conclude that mapping Eg--~E~., ei--+ eicp 
can be extended in a unique way to a homomorphism of ~ onto 17. This homo- 
morphism ~ clearly makes the above diagram commutative. 
5. SEMIBANDS IN WHICH ALL SANDWICH SETS ARE NoN-EMPTY 
Throughout this section, we shall deal with semibands S for which 
S(ei, ej) ~ [] for any el, ej ~ E s . In this ease Es satisfies the equivalent 
conditions of Theorem 3.10. 
Several results of Section 4 and Section 6 of [3] can be generalized. The 
theorems mentioned there remain true if one replaces "regular warp" by 
"warp for which all sandwich sets are non-empty." The proofs are exactly 
the same, since the author never makes use of axiom (R2). We summarize 
part of these results as follows: 
THEOREM 5. I. Let E be a warp for which all sandwich sets are non-empty. 
Let T*(E) be the set of all partial oJ-isomorphisms ~: w(e~) -+ ~o(f~) of E. For 
any el, ej ~ E, e i~e j ,  let ~(ei, e~) be the restriction of -r~(e~) to w(ei); for any 
el, ej e E, c i te  j ,  let ~-r(e,:, e~.) be the restriction of -r~(ej) to ¢o(ei). Define relation 
on T*(E) by oJf i  ~ e,~eB , f J f f~  and C~TZ(f~ , fB) : "r~(e~ , eB)fi. 
For any % fi ~ T*(E) and any g ~ S(f~ , e~) define (~ * fl)o by 
(~ * fl)g = ~,~(f~g, ) "rr(g, gee)B, 
where the product on the right is that in the semigroup of all partial transformations 
of E. Then (c~ . fi)g ~ T*(E). ~ is an equivalence relation; write &for o~, and let 
T(E) = T*(E)/~. In T(E) we define 
this definition is independent of the choice of ~ in &, fl in fl, and g in S(f~, eB) ,
and so • is a well-defined binary operation on T(E). T(E) is a fundamental regular 
semigroup. 
I f  ei , e~ , e, e E and ei~ej-Wes , then c~ = Tr(ei , ei) r~(ej , e,) is an element of 
T*(E) such that & is an idempotent of T(E); in fact & = ~e~, where Ee~ is the 
identity transformation on w(e~). Conversely every element c~ E T*(E) such that 
& is an idempotent of T(E) h~ this form and so 
E~.(~) = {~e~ 1l ej ~ E}. 
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The mapping E--~ E~(e), e~ ~ ~e~ is a bijective warp-homomorphism; this 
mapping is also a biorder-isomorphism. 
COROLLARY 5.2. I f  E is a warp fo r  which all sandwich sets are non-empty, 
then there exists an enrichment E' of E such that E' is a regular warp, and such 
that E and E' are biorder-isomorphic. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let E, o be a warp for which all sandwich sets are non-empty. 
Then there exists, up to isomorphism, a unique semiband B*(E) satisfying the 
following conditions: ~ 
(i) There exists a one-to-one mapping ~7 of E, o onto the warp EB*(E) 
which is both a warp-homomorphism and a biorder-isomorphism. 
(ii) I f  V is any semiband and 0 a bijective warp-homomorphism and a biorder- 
isomorphism of E, o onto Ev ,  then there exists a unique homomorphism O* of 
B*(E) onto V such that ~?0" = O. 
There exists, up to isomorphism a unique regular semiband [~(E) satisfying the 
following conditions: 
(i) There exists a one-to-one mapping ~ of E, o onto the warp E$¢~) which 
is both a warp-homomorphism and a biorder-isomorphism. 
(ii) I f  V is any regular semiband and ~ a bijective homomorphism and a 
biorder-isomorphism of E, o onto Ev ,  then there exists a unique homomorphism 
of B(E) onto V such that ~ = ~. 
Proof. Let us suppose E = {ei]] ieI).  We shall consider the semiband 
(ET(~)} which is the subsemigroup of T(E) generated by its idempotents. 
By [8] (Er(~)} is a regular semiband. By Theorem 5.1 the mapping E---> ET(E), 
ei ~ ~ is a warp-homomorphism and a biorder-isomorphism of E onto Er(E) • 
Let X=(e*] ] ie I}  be a set and X- -~E,  e*--+e i a one-to-one mapping. 
Let B*(E) be the semigroup which is freely generated by the elements of X, 
subject to the defining relations 
e* "" e* : e* "" e* 
if in any semiband V for which the mapping E--~ Ev ,  e i -~f i  is a warp- 
homomorphism and a biorder-isomorphism the equation fi l  ""fJk = fix "" f i ,  
holds. It is immediately clear that, if V is any semiband for which the mapping 
E ~ Ev ,  ei---~fi is a warp-homomorphism and a biorder-isomorphism, then 
the one-to-one mapping X---~ Ev ,  ei* -+f i  can be extended in a unique way 
to a homomorphism of B*(E) onto V. In particular, the one-to-one mapping 
X -+ Er(e) , e*--+ ~e~ can be extended in a unique way to a homomorphism 
of B*(E) onto ~ET(F~)). 
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Using the same technique as in the proof of Proposition 4.2 we can now 
show that Es.(e) = X. I f  e, o ej = es in E, then equation fif~ = f ,  holds in any 
semiband V for which the mapping E -+ Ev ,  el --+ f i  is a warp-homomorphism 
and a biorder-isomorphism; consequently, e~*e [= e~* will hold in  B*(E) ,  
and we conclude that the one-to-one mapping E --+ Es.(E), ei --+ e/* is a warp- 
homomorphism of E onto EB.(~) • Since there also exists a homomorphism 
of B*(E)  onto (Er(m) which extends the one-to-one mapping EB.(m --+ Erce), 
ei* -+ ~, ,  and since the one-to-one mapping E --+ ET(E), el -~  ~ is a biorder- 
isomorphism of E onto Erie), we have shown that the one-to-one mapping 
EB.(e)--+ E, ei*--> el is a biorder-isomorphism. This completes the proof of 
the first part of the theorem. 
Let Z = {e~I] i c I}  be a set, and Z--> E, ~/--> e~ a one-to-one mapping. 
Let /~(E) be the semigroup which is freely generated by the elements of Z, 
subject to the defining relations 
( i)  ~i~" = ~ i f  el ° e~ = e~ in E, 
(ii) eiej = e~e~o e~'-~ for any e s 6 S(e i ,  e~) in E. 
N 
Let (ET~E)) = J~V(E) be the regular free semiband with respect o the biorder 
on the partial groupoid ET(E) and suppose E ~  ---- {~ I] i e l}.  
Since the one-to-one mapping E--~ Er(E) ,  el --+ ~e, is a biorder-isomorphism, 
it must be clear from Theorem 4.14 that the one-to-one mapping E ~  ~ Z, 
~e,  ~ ei can be extended in a unique way to a homomorphism ~b of (Er(E) ~ 
onto /~(E). This shows that /~(E) must be a regular semiband generated by 
the elements of Z. On the other hand, by Theorem 5.1 
and 
Eei* Eej : Ees 
Eei * Eej 
if e i o ej = e s in 
= ~ei * Ee s * Ee s * Eej 
= EetOes * Eesoej 
E, 
for any e s e S(ei , e~) in E, 
thus, the mapping Z --+ ET(E) , e~ --+ ~e, can be extended in a unique way to 
a homomorphism of /~(E) onto (ET(E)). This explains why ~b o ~b -1 is an 
idempotent-separating congruence on the regular semiband (ET(E)), and we 
conclude that/~(E) is a regular semiband, with Ea(E) = Z, and the mapping 
E--+ E~(E),  e i --+ ei will be both a warp-homomorphism and a biorder- 
isomorphism. I f  V is a regular semiband, and ~: E ~ E v , e i - -~f i  is a warp- 
homomorphism and a biorder-isomorphism, then a: E/~(E ) -+ Ev ,  ei -->fi is a 
biorder-isomorphism, and 
(~ia)(ija) = f i f J  = f s  = ~sa if e s = eio ej in E, 
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and 
(e,,,)(~;,,) = f , f~ = ( f&) (L f J )  
= (e ,  o es )~(e  s o e~)~ 
= (e; o~' -? ; , , ) (e~j , , )  
for any es ~ S(e, ,  ej) in E. Consequently a: EiJ{e) ~ Ez ,  ei -+f l  can be extended 
in a unique way to a homomorphism of/~(E) onto V. This completes the proof 
of the second part of this theorem. 
COROLLARY 5.4. Let S be a semiband for which all sandwich sets are non- 
empty, and E* s the free semiband with respect to the biorder on E s . Then 
E*  ~ B*(Es ,  ) ~'~ * = ET(Es) 
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 4.4, Corollary 4.5, Theorem 5.1 and 
Theorem 5.3. 
Remark that Theorem 5.3 and the following corollary generalize Theorem C 
of [4] (see also [5]). 
COROLLARY 5.5. Let E be a warp for which all sandwich sets are non-empty. 
E is the warp of idempotents of some semiband i f and only if the mapping E--+ EB .(e), 
e i --~ ei* is a warp-isomorphism. E is the warp of idempotents of some regular 
semiband if and only if the mapping E --+ E/~{E ~ , e i -+ ~ is a warp-isomorphism. 
I f  E is a regular warp, Clifford calls/~(E) the universal idempotent-generated 
semigroup of E [4]. 
We now proceed to show that for any semiband S with non-empty sandwich 
sets, the one-to-one mapping E s --+ Er(e),  ei -+ ~e~ can be extended in a unique 
way to a homomorphism of S onto (Er(Es)). This will generalize some results 
of Section 5 of [3]. 
Let a = e h "" e~ be any element of S, and let us suppose that a' is any 
element of S such that dad = a' and 
(ej~ .. e jye  h e~a h e~k-x) ~ S(eh e~k)" 
It is easy to verify that the mapping 
Oa, aa'~: o)(aa') --~ co(a'a), e i --~ a' eiaa' a
is a partial co-isomorphism; its inverse is 
Oaa'a.a,: o)(a'a) --~ w(aa'), e~ -*  aa' ae~a' [9]. 
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I t  should be remarked that Oa',aa'. : O~',a and Oa.'a,.' = O.,a', where 
e i ~ a'eia 
t e~ ~ aeja . 
Oa'.a: w(aa' )  --.'. ~o(a' a), 
and 
Oa,a,: ¢o(a'a) ~ o~(aa'), 
Consequently Oa, ~, and Oa, a belong to T*(Es ) .  
PROPOSITION 5.6. Oa',a = Eel1 * "'" * Ee~ • 
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Proof.  Let  us put ~ = 0a,.a. Consequent ly e~ = aa' and f~ = a'a. Let  us 
put  eq = ej, "- ejka'e~l,..., %-1  = e~,a'e~l "'" %-1" By Theorem 5.1 the one-to- 
one mapping Es  --+ Er (e  s) , ei ~ ~e, is a b iorder- isomorphism, hence 
(~,1 .... ' ~e'*-l) ~ S(g"~l .... ' ~%)" 
The semiband (ET(Es) )  is regular, hence, using Theorem 3.9, 
~,~ * ..., ~% = (~ * ~,1) * (~,,1 * ~%) * (g% * ~%) 
• (~% * ~.) *"" * (~"~-1 * ~°,,-) * (~,~-1 * ~)" 
Since for all l = 1 .... , k - -  1, ei, ~ S(e j , ,  e i ) ,  we have 
~ • ~,~ = (% • %,)~,~ = ~(~e~ , e O .  
Since for all l = 1 .... , k - -  1, ei, ~ S(ei~,  e~,+l ), we have 
~ei, * Eel,+ I = (%iz * %J~+1)% = *r(eiz ' eize~,+l)" 
Consequently 
e% * "'" * E,s, = ~'e(esfiil , eq) • "r~'(eil , eiles.2) * "" 
"'" * TZ(e~fli, , ei,) * ~'r(ei, , eizes,+1) * "'" 
• . . .  0-Z(es'k_flik_1, ei~_ 0 * *'(ei,_l ,  ei,_le~). 
Putt ing fl = rZ(%eq , eq)  r*(ei, , eqes)  "" ~'*(ei~_, ei~_e~), we get Eea, * 
• -- . ~ =/~.  Clearly e~ = e~.lei, and fa = ei~_le~, , and thus e~ea and f~,~Zfft~ 
by Proposit ion 3.5. Let  e i be any element of oa(e~), then 
eia'~(f~ , f~) = (a' eia) -rt(a'a, ei~_~es~) 
= ei~_le~a'eia 
= (e~a'e~l "" e~_~) e~a'eia 
: e~a'aa'e ia  
: e~a'eia, 
481/65/I-x2 
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and 
eirr(e~, e~)fi = ei'?'(aa', e~eii)[3 
(eie~eq)[3 
(ei,_~ "'" eil)(eie6ei~)(eqe~ ) "" (ei,_xe~) 
(e~a' e~O ei(aa'a) 
e~,a'eifla' eia 
e~, a'aa 'eia 
e~a'eia, 
since ei e oJ(aa') and ej a = a. 
We conclude that Oa',a = ~[3,  and thus 
Oa,,a = ~ = ~:ej 1 ~< . . .  ~< Eejk • 
THEOREM 5.7. Let S be a semiband for which all sandwich sets are non- 
empty, i f  a = e h "'" e~k is any element of S, then there exists an element a' of S 
such that a' = a'aa' and (es2-" ejka'e~l ..... e~ka'ejl "" ej~_l ) ~ S(eJx ..... e~). The 
mapping S- -~ (Er(es)) ,  a--> Oa',a will be a well-defined homomorphism of S 
onto the regular semiband (Er(es)).  This homomorphism is the unique homo- 
morphism that extends the warp-homomorphism and biorder-isomorphism 
Es -+ Er(e s) , ei -~ ~.  
Proof. I f  (eil ..... ei~_l ) E S(ejl .... , es~), and a' = eik_l "" eq ,  then, by Proposi-  
t ion 3.2 and Proposit ion 3.3, a' aa' = a' and (ej2 --- e~ a'e 6 ..... ej a'e~x "" ej~_i) 
S(ej~ ..... ej-). Let  us now suppose that a'  is any element of S such that a'aa' = a' 
and (e~. --' e~a'ejl ..... e3a'e~ "" eJk_l ) E S(e 6 ..... ej~); let us also suppose that 
a : eJl "'" e ik :  erl "'" e% holds in S. By Theorem 3.4 (e~ "'" e~a'e~ 1 ..... 
er a' eq ... e%_1) G U(era ..... e%). Putt ing (er. " "" er a' e q ..... e%a" eq "" e~,_~) = 
(etx ..... e%_x) we have e~let e~2 "" e%_ e~,_le~, = aa'aa . . . .  a'a = aa' a. By an 
appl ication of Proposit ion 3.8 we can conclude that (er~ ""e~a'er  ,..., 
e%a'eq "" er ,_)  ~ S(eq ,..., er,). Hence the mapping S --~ T(Es),  a ~ Üa',a is 
well-defined. By the foregoing proposit ion 
~ejl * "'" * ~ejk = Oa',~ ~ Ee~ 1°'" Eel. 
holds in (Er(es)) ,  and the proof follows. 
THEOREM 5.8. I f  S is a semiband for which all sandwich sets are non-empty, 
then there exists a regular semiband S'  satisfying the following conditions: 
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(i) The mapping Es --~ Es" , ei ~ e, is a biorder-isomorphism of Es onto 
Es, , and this one-to-one mapping can be extended in a unique way to a homo- 
morphism of S onto S'. 
(ii) I f  V is any regular semiband and ~o: S -~ V a surjective homomorphism 
such that ~: Es--+ Ev ,  e i - -+f i  is a biorder-isomorphism, then the biorder- 
isomorphism Es" -+ Ev ,  e ' i - "  f i  can be extended in a unique way to a homo- 
morphism of S '  onto V. 
Proof. Let us consider the regular semiband (E r (es ) )= E'r(es ) (~-/~s) 
which is the regular free semiband with respect o the regular biordered set 
ET(Es) • 
By Theorem 4.14 and Theorem 5.1 (Er(es))  is the semigroup which is freely 
generated by the elements of {~e~ I1 i e I}  subject to the defining relations 
e~e~ : ~ if ei~rfej in S, 
e~E~j : e~j if ei~e j in S, 
6eiEe j = Eei * 6esEe s * ~ej for any e s E S(e i ,  e~) in S. 
On (Er(Es)) we consider a congruence relation a generated by the defining 
relations 
= =' -  -" = if ... = -.. ~-ej t "'" Eet ~ Eer 1 Eev n era ejk er l  er, ~ in S. 
= - ~ ei Themapping We shall put (Er (es) ) /e  S'  and %~ = ' . 
4, : ~ -+ (Er(Es)), 
Ee j  1 " " .  Ee j  k ~ £e J l  * . . .  , 6e j r  e 
is a homomorphism and @ o @ 1 is idempotent-separating by Theorem 4.11. 
By Theorem 5.7 ~x * "'" * ~% = ~% * "'" * ~%. holds i n  (ET(Es)) if ej1 - "  e~ : 
er 1 "'" er, holds in S. This explains why a _C @ o ~b -1, and thus S' is regular 
and Es" = {e~ rl i E I}. This also shows that E s ~ Es" , ei --~ e'i is a biorder- 
isomorphism by Theorem 5.1. Ire h "" e& = e~. 1... e% holds in S, then e~. -" e~. --  
v . . .  t ! 
erx e,, holds in S ,  and consequently the biorder-isomorphism E s --~ Es ' ,  
e i --+ e i can be extended in a unique way to a homomorphism of S onto S'. 
I f  V is a regular semiband and q~: S ~ V a surjective homomorphism such 
that ~0: Es- -~Ev ,  e l -+f i  is a biorder-isomorphism, then the mapping 
Er(e s) -~ Ev ,  ~-+f i  is a biorder-isomorphism by Theorem 5.1, and by 
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Theorem 4.11 there exists, a homomorphism X of (Er(es)) onto V which extends 
the biorder-isomorphism {~ II i ~I} -+ Ev ,  ~e~ --~fi" It is clear that fj~ "..f~k = 
f~ '"fr~ if e~-'" e~. k = eq "" e~ holds in S, and consequently a C X ° X -1- 
This shows that the biorder-isomorphism E s, --~ Ev ,  e~ --* f i  can be extended 
to a homomorphism of S' onto V. 
From the proof of Theorem 5.8 we immediately get the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 5.9. Let S be a semiband for which all sandwich sets are non- 
empty. I f  ~ is the congruence on S generated by the defining relations 
eie j = eie~e: for any e s ~ S(ei , ej) in S, then S/a ~- S'. 
COROLLARY 5.10. Let S be a semiband for which all sandwich sets are non- 
empty. I f  c¢ is the congruence on E* s generated by defining relations 
e'e* * * * for any es~S(e i e:) in S, , = e i e s e:  
then e~/. ~ ~ (or ~ ~ (E*~ )'). 
Proof. This corollary is a direct consequence of Theorem 5.8, Corollary 5.9, 
Theorem 4.4 and Theorem 4.12. 
We conclude with the main theorem of this section. We shall deal with 
a regular biordered set E, the regular free semiband/~ with respect o E, and 
the free semiband E* with respect o E. From Theorem 7 of [12] we know 
that there exists a fundamental regular semigroup T such that E and E r are 
biorder-isomorphic. We shall identify E with ET here. Clearly (Er )  is a funda- 
mental regular semiband, (Er> : ~T : /~, and E* : E*. 
THEOREM 5.1 1. Let 5O be the unique surjective homomorphism of E* onto ff~ 
that extends the biorder-isomorphism Ee.--~ Eg,  ei*--* ei, i ~I, and let ¢ be 
/ \ the unique surjective homomorphism of E onto \Er /  that extends the biorder- 
isomorphism E~ --> E, ei -+ el, i E I. I f  V is a non-regular semiband such that 
Ev and E are biorder-isomorphic, then there exists a congruence relation ~ on E*, 
with *e* C ~ C (5o¢) o (5O¢)-1, such that V ~ E*/c~; in this case V' = E*/~ v 5o o 5o-1. 
The semiband V is a regular semiband such that E and Ev are biorder-isomorphic 
i f  and only if there exists a congruence r lation fi on E*, with 5O o 5o -1 C fi C (5O¢) o 
(5O¢) 1, such that V_~ E*/fi. 
Proof. Let V be a semiband, and E -*  Ev ,  ei -~ f i ,  a biorder-isomorphism. 
By Theorem 4.4, there exists a unique homomorphism 0 of E* onto V that 
extends the biorder-isomorphism Ee.--> Ev,  e*- -~f i .  I f  V is regular, then, 
by Theorem 4.11, there exists a unique homomorphism 7 of /~ onto V that 
extends the biorder-isomorphism E~--+ Ev ,  ~i-->fi; in this case 0 = 5O7, 
and V ~ /~/7 o 7 -1  ~ E*/O o 0 -1, with 5O o 5O-1 _C 0 o 01; since 7 ° 7 -1 is an 
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idempotent-separating congruence on /~, and since ~b o ~b-: is the maximal 
idempotent-separating congruence on /~, we have ~7 o ~/-:_C ~b o ~b-:, and thus 
0 o 0 : C (q)~b) o (9~b)-:. Conversely if/3 is any congruence relation on E* such 
that 50 o ~0-: C/3 _C (9~b) o (9~b) a, then there exists an idempotent separating 
congruence 7 on/~ such that E*/~ ~ El),, and in this case V = E*//3 is a regular 
semiband, and Ev will be biorder-isomorphic with E. I f  V is non-regular 
then, by Theorem 5.8, there exists a regular semiband V' such that Ev--+ Ev', 
f i - -+f~ , i G I is a biorder-isomorphism, and this biorder-isomorphism can be 
extended in a unique way to a homomorphism of V onto V'. From the proof 
of Theorem 5.8 we know that V' ~/~/3  where 3 is the idempotent-separating 
congruence relation which is generated by defining relations 
Since ~b o ~b -1 is the maximal idempotent-separating congruence on/~, we have 
3 _C ~b o ~b-:. By the foregoing and by Corollary 5.10 we can conclude that V' 
can be identified with E*/r where ~- is the congruence relation on E* which 
is generated by defining relations 
e'e* = e,*e~*e~* if fs E S(fi, f~) in V, 
* -'- e* * e* if h : ' " f~ ,  =f~:  " "L ,  in V; e i l  ~ = er l  . ' '  rn 
it is clear that r =0o0 - lv9o9~ 1. From3_C~bo~b -1we have ~E*C0°0 -1C 
Remark 5.12. If in the foregoing theorem ~ is a congruence on E* such that 
*E* _C a C (9~b) o (q~b) -a, and ~o o q~-a ~ a, then the partial groupoid of idempotents 
of E*/a need not be biorder-isomorphic with E. This can be shown by the 
following counter-example. 
Let E be the biorder on the three-element semilattice considered in Remark 
3.11; with the notations of the preceding theorem we have that <ET) = 
is precisely this three-element semilattice whereas E* is the free semiband 
of type 2 together with a zero, i.e. the semigroup generated by the elements 
e*,f*, 0* subject o the defining relations e*~ = e*,f .2 = f*, 0*e* --~ e*0* 
0*f* =f*0*  = 0"0" ~ 0". I f  a is any non-tiivial congruence relation on 
E* such that the a-class containing 0* is a singleton, then E*/a is a finite 
semiband for which the partial groupoid of idempotents is not biorder- 
isomorphic with E: this follows from the results of [1]; using the results of 
[1] it is possible to define all congruence relations a on E* such that the partial 
groupoid of idempotents of E*/a is biorder-isomorphic with E. 
Remark 5.13. There exist non-trivial examples of regular biordered sets E 
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for which, with the notations of Theorem5.11, E* ~-~/~ (Er) .  Let S be the 
semiband generated by the elements a, b, c and d, subject o the defining relations 
a = a 2 ~ ba, 
b ~b 2 -ab  =bc ,  
c : c  2 : cb=dc ,  
d :d  2 -cd=da,  
S is precisely the four-spiral semigroup considered in [2] and in Section 4 
of [13]. S is a ~-t r iv ia l  bisimple semiband. Since the defining relations for S 
are prescribed by the biorder E on S, we have E* ~/~ ~ (ET-) ~_ S. 
Remark 5.14. Let E be a regular biordered set. Then by Proposition 2.9 
of [4] there exists a regular warp E 0 satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) E 0 is biorder-isomorphie with E. 
(ii) I f  E '  is a regular warp which is biordered-isomorphic with E, then 
E '  is an enrichment of E o . 
It  must be clear that/](Eo) is the regular free semiband with respect o E. 
6. EXAMPLES 
Let S be a completely 0-simple semiband. Let La,  h ~A and Ri ,  i e I ,  
be the ~-classes and the A-classes of the g-class of S which contains the 
non-zero-elements. We can put 
Es = (e~a [[ (i, A) ~ A} w (0}, (6.1) 
where A _C I × A, and we suppose eia ~ Ri n La for any (i, A) ~ A. Let 
x = {e* tI (i, ~) ~A} u {0"} (6.2) 
and let the mapping 
X ~ Es ,  e~ --+ eih 
0* ~ 0 (6.3) 
be a one-to-one mapping of X onto Es • Let X+ be the free semigroup on X. 
Let a o be the relation on X + consisting of the pairs 
(eiaei,, e*,) for all (i, ~) ~ A and all (i, t~) ~ A, (6.4) 
(ei~eia , e~) for all (i, A) ~ A and all (j, h) e A, 
(O*e~,0* ) ,  * * (eia0 , 0"), (0"0", 0") for all (i, ~) ~ A. 
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Let a be the congruence on X + generated by %. We shall say that we change 
a word of X + into another by an elementary %-transition if we replace two 
adjacent letters a and b of that word by the letter c, where (ab, c) E %. A word 
of X + will be called reduced if there does not exist a %-transition that can 
change it into a shorter one. 
LEMMA 6.1. Every  a-class contains a unique word  o f  shortest length; it  is 
the unique reduced word  o f  that  a-class. 
Proof .  It is easy to see that the a-class of 0* consists of the words in which 
the letter 0* occurs. Hence 0* is the unique shortest, and the unique reduced 
word of its a-class. We shall from now on consider words of X + in which 0* 
does not occur. Any such a word can be changed into a reduced word by 
subsequent applications of elementary a0-transitions. Let w be any word of X +, 
and let us suppose that we can change it into a reduced word w 1 by application 
of the elementary %-transitions 71 ,..., 7kl , and into the reduced word w~ 
by application of the elementary %-transitions % ,..., ~%2" We shall show 
by induction on the length of w that w x = w 2 in X+. This statement is certainly 
true if w is a word of length 1 or 2. Let us suppose that the statement is true 
for any word which has length smaller than the length of w, and suppose 
w = ala 2 ... an ,  at ~ X~{0*}, l = 1,..., n. Let us suppose that ~'1 changes w 
into w' = aa "'" at_zb'a~+2 "'" an ,  where (azaz+l, b') E %, and that % changes w 
into a 1 .-. am_lb"am+2 ... an ,  where (amain+l, b") ~ %.  By symmetry we can 
distinguish three different cases: m = l, m = l + 1, or 1 + 1 < m. If m = l, 
then w '= w", and in this case the induction hypothesis tells us that the 
elementary %-transitions 7 2 ,..., 7kl and the elementary %-transitions oJz ,..., cok~ 
change the word w' = w" into a same reduced word w 1 - -  w 2 . Let us consider 
the case m = l + 1 ; we can distinguish four subcases. 
(i) at = e*,  at+ 1 = am = e~, am+ 1 = ei* ; in this case w' and w" can 
both be changed into word a I ..- a~_le*at+ 3 ... a~ by an elementary %-transition; 
(ii) at = e*,  az+l = a,~ = e* ,  am+l = e* ,  and in this case w' and w" 
can both be changed into word a 1 ... az_le*uat+3 ... an by an elementary %- 
transition; 
(iii) at = e*,  a~+ 1 = am = e*,  am+l = e*, and in this case w' = w"; 
(iv) a~ =e* ,  al+ 1 =am =e* ,  am+l =e'a ,  and in this case w' and w" 
can both be changed into word a 1 "" a ,_ le*at+ a ... a~ by an elementary %- 
transition. 
If  w' is changed into a reduced word by application of subsequent elementary 
%-transitions, then this reduced word must be w 1 by the induction hypothesis; 
analogously, if w" is changed into a reduced word by application of subsequent 
elementary %-transitions, then this reduced word must be w 2 ; since in either 
of the four subcases w' = w", or w' and w" can both be changed into a common 
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shorter word by application of an elementary s0-transition , we conclude w~ = w~. 
I f  l + 1 < m, then w' and w" can be changed into word a~ "" a~_~b'az+z ... 
am_~b"a,~+~ "" a,~ by application of an elementary %-transition; using the 
same argument as before, we can again conclude that w I ~ w~. This completes 
the proof of the above statement for any length of word w. The proof of this 
lemma now follows. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let S be a completely O-simple semiband, and let Es and X 
be as in (6.1), (6.2) and (6.3). Let E* be the semigroup which is freely generated 
by the elements of X subject o the defining relations 
* * = e*, for all (i, ~) e A and all (i, i~) e A, ei~eiu 
* * ---- e* for all (i, A) c A and all (j, A) ~ A, eiAe,a 
0*e* --~ e*0* = 0"0" ~- O* for all (i, A) ~ A. 
Then E* is the free semiband with respect o the biorder on the partial groupoid 
of idempotents of S. 
Proof. It is evident that E* can be identified with X+/s, where s is the 
congruence relation on X + defined by (6.4). Clearly the equations eiaei, ~- ei~, 
eiaeja ~- eia, Oeia = eiaO --  00 --  0 hold in S for all (i, A), (j, A), (i,/z) in A, 
and they are imposed by the biorder on E s . Hence the proof of the theorem 
will follow if we can show that Eel. : {e~ I] (i, A)~ A} w {0"). At any rate 
(e* II (i, ~) e A) v (0") _C EE~ is immediate. Let e~al "" e~a~ be any idempotent 
of Es*; we shall suppose that e~a "" e~a k is a reduced word of X +, and we claim 
1 1 k 
that k > 1 is impossible. From (e~a ... e~a )~ : (e~a "- e~a ) follows that word 
e~al "'" e~a~e~al "'" e*a~ of X + can be changed into the reduced word e~a 1 "'" e~a ~ 
of X + by subsequent applications of elementary %-transitions. Since e~a 1 ... e~a ~ 
is reduced in X + we must have i 1 ~ i k or A 1 ---- A k ; let us suppose ik ~--/1 
(the other case can be handled in a similar way). I f  k > 1 then e~a ' "  e~a e~a -" 
e~a ~ can be changed into e~a 1 ... e*ik_lak_~e*ilal -'- e*ika~ by an elementary %-transi- 
tion; this latter word cannot be a reduced word of X + by the preceding lemma, 
and consequently ik-1 ~ il or Ak~l = A1 ; ik-1 = il is impossible, because in 
that case ik_ 1 = ik , and in that case e~a ~ ... e~a * would not be a reduced word 
of X+; by induction we shall be able to show that ik-z = i,+1 for any l, 
0 ~ l~k- - l - -1 ,  and Ak-,-i ~)t~+l for any l, 0 ~ l~k- - l - -2 ;  if 
k ~ 2r + 1, then by the foregoing A~+ 1 = A,, but this is !mpossible because 
in this ease e~a ~ -." e~a, would not be a reduced word of X+; if k ~-- 2r, then 
by the foregoing i~+1 = i t ,  and this is again impossible. We conclude that 
k > 1 is impossible, and consequently Ee~ ~ X. 
THEOREM 6.3. Let M be the subset of E* consisting of O* and of the elements 
e*a~ "'" e*a~, where e i la~ " "  ei~a~ - 0 in S. Then M is a two-sided ideal in E*s. 
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The Rees congruence modulo M is the congruence relation on S* generated by 
the defining relations e~ej~* * : O* if eiae~, : 0 in S. ~s : E* /M is a completely 
O-simple semigroup, and ff's is the regular free semiband with respect to E s . 
Proof. Immediate from 5.10 and 5.11. 
In [14] a Rees-matrix representation of/~s has been given. From the fore- 
going we immediately get the following theorem (see also [7]). 
THEOm~lVi 6.4. Let S be a completely simple semiband. Let La , h ~ A, and Ri , 
i ~ L be the £P-classes and ~-classes of S. Let us put Es = (ei~ Il i ~ L AEA}, 
where eia E Ri n La . Let X = {e* II i ~ I, h ~ A} be a set and X ~ Es , e* -~ eia 
a one-to-one mapping of X onto Es .  Let E* be the semigroup which is freely 
generated by X subject o the defining relations 
* * :e*~ for all i~ Ianda l lA ,~A,  eihei~ 
eiaesa* * = e* for all i, j ~ I and all A s A. 
Then E* is the free semiband with respect o the biorder on S. E* is also the regular 
free semiband with respect o the biorder on S. E*  is a completely simple semiband. 
THEOREM 6.5. Let S be as in Theorem 6.4. Let I n A = {0} and let Y = 
(qialli~l~{O}, A~A\{0}} be a set such that mapping Y--+(I /{0})× (A\{0}), 
qia --~ (i, A) is a one-to-one mapping of Y onto (I\{0}) × (A\{0}). Let P :-  (Pai) 
be a A × I-matrix, where Pal = qia i f  (i, A) ~ (I\{0}) X (A\{0}), and otherwise 
Pal = 1, the identity of the free group G generated by the elements of Y. Then 
E*s is isomorphic with the Rees-matrix semigroup all(G; L A; P) = dr'. 
- -1  . - -1  Proof. Let a ~-pa{lpad2pasq " Paki~ be any element of G. Then (a)ia, 
i E/, h 6 A is any element of ~' .  We shall consider the mapping 9: ~ --~ E* 
defined by 
e*  * * * * * * * * * * (a)la9 : io(eoaxeixo)(eooei2a2eoo)(eoa3ei3o) "" (eooeika~eoo) e~ . 
Let b = p,,{xps~G'" p-~# be any other element of G, then (b)ju, j 6 I, /, ~ A, 
is an element of d/g' and 
( ( a)ia( b )y,)9 = ( ( apa~b )i,)9 
* * * * * * *e* e* * * * * • * * * * _ --  elo(eoax, eilo)(eooeiza~eoo)'"(eoo ika ~ oo)(eo,~ejo)(eoule~'lo)"  (e oejrureoo)eo~ 
* * e*  *e*  e* * * * * * * * - -  - -  [eio(eoat i10) "'" (eoo ikAk 00) eoa][e~o(eouxeilo) "'" (eooejrureoo) e *~] 
= [(a)ia ~o] [(b)~, ~]. 
We also have 
(P~)ta 9 = eio(eooeiAeoo) e* --~ e* 
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for all i E I and all h 6 A. From this we conclude that ~o is a surjective homo- 
morphism of Jg  onto Es*. On the other hand it is clear from Theorem 4.4 that 
the mapping X -+ Edt,  e~ --+ (P~)*)iA can be extended in a unique way to a homo- 
morphism of Es* onto (E~//), and thus E* s ~_ <E.¢l>. Since for any (a)i a ~ 
we can put 
(a)~ -1 -~  -~ -~ - ,  -~  
= (Po~)io((Pho)oa,(Poh)ho)((Poo)oo(Pa~,,)*,aJPoo)oo) "'" 
--I --i --I --i 
• .. ( (poo)oo(p~) i~(poo)oo) (p~o)o~,  
d///must be a semiband, and Es* ~ <E~¢l> = d/{, and ~o will be an isomorphism. 
In the following theorem S will be a normal band. Let S = Uv~r Sv be the 
semilattice decomposition of S; for any y e jr', S, will be a rectangular band 
consisting of idempotents e~a~, (iv, 2~) e I  v × A~. By a result of [i5] and [17], 
there exists a family of homomorphisms 0~,,, ~ >~ v, K, v ¢ / "  such that 
(i) O~,.: S~ -+ S. for all ~, v ~ l~, ~ >~ v, 
(ii) 0~,. is the identity mapping on S. for all 7 e 1", 
(iii) O~,.Ov, ~ = 0~,~ for all ~, y, v ~ I', ~ >~ y >/v, 
(iv) ei~a~ei~a, = (ei, a 0v ~^~)(ei~a~0~ ^,)for all ~, y ~ F, all ( iv,)b) e I v × A , ,  
and all (ix, h~)e/~ × A x. ' 
THEOREM 6.6. Let S be a normal band, and S = U~er S~ its semilattice 
decomposition. Let {OK. v[I K, v ~ U, K >/v} be the set of structure homomorphisms 
of S. Let ~ be the regular free semiband with respect o the biorder on S~ for all 
y~I ' ,  and let Eg~ = {~y~ l](iv,)b) ~I~ × Av}; we shall suppose S~c~ Sx = [] 
i f  K # y. For all K, v ~ I', K ~ v, the mapping Eg k --+ Egv, ~i~a~ --~ei~a~O~.~ of 
Eg k into Eg, can be extended in a unique way to a homomorphism Ox., of S~ into S~ . 
We consider S = Uv~r Sv , and we define multiplication in ~ by 
ab = (aO~,~^v)(bO ~ ....) for all a ~ S~, all b ~ S~, K, y ~ I', (6.5) 
where the multiplication on the right is exactly the multiplication in S~^~. Then 
= i~ s is the regular free semiband with respect o the biorder on S. ~ is an 
idempotent-generated normal band of groups, and S = Uv~r ~q~ is the semilattice 
decomposition of ~q. 
Proof. Let K ~ u, K, v E U; S~ is the semiband which is freely generated 
by the elements gika~ , (ix, Ax) ~ L × A~, subject to the defining relations 
gi~a~ei~,x = eiK,~ for all i~ ~ Ix,  
and all )t~,/x ~ A~, 
gixa~gj.a~ = ilia. for all i~, j~ e/~ 
and all A~eA~. 
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But then 
%a 0~,~%. 0~,. = %.  0.,. for all i~ e I~,  
and all ha, t~e  A~ 
ei~a~O~..%a~O~,. = %a~O~,~ for all i~ , j~ e I~ , 
and all h~eA~, 
will be defining relations for Nv since 0K,v is a homomorphism. Hence, Eg~ --+ Egv, 
e~/K~ -+ ei.a 0~, v can be extended in a unique way to homomorphism 0~.. of S~ 
into S~. For any y ~ F, Or. ~ must be the identity mapping on S~ since 0~,r 
is the identity mapping on S~. Moreover, 0~,.0..v = 0K.. for all K >/y  ~> v, 
K, y, v e P, since 0~,.0v. ~ = 0~.~ holds. From this we can show that S must 
be an idempotent generated normal band of groups, and that S' = U~r  ~q~ 
must be its semilattice decomposition (see Section 6, Corollary 3 of [16]). Since 
S /~ ~-~ S, we know that one-to-one mapping Eg ~ Es ,  iiv a --+ eiva must be 
• - -  . . Y Y 
a bmrder-asomorphmm. Let V be any regular semiband such that the mapping 
Ev ~ Es , f%a v -+ eiva v is a biorder-isomorphism. By Corollary 4.12 V must 
be an idempotent-generated normal band of groups; clearly /~ will be the 
structure semilattice of V, and if V = U.~r V. is the semilattice decomposition 
of V, then V~, y ~/~ is a completely simple semiband generated by the idem- 
potents f+vav, (iv, h~,)~I? × A~,. By the above mentioned result of [16], V 
must be a strong semilattice of the completely simple semibands V~, Y e / ' ,  
i.e. there exist homomorphisms r . . . .  K ~ v, K, v E _r' such that 
(i) %,. :V~- -*V .  fo ra l lK>~v,K ,  veF ,  
(ii) r~,~ is the identity mapping on V. for all y e / ' ,  
(iii) %,.%, .=%. . fo ra l lK  />y  >/v ,K ,y ,  vEF ,  
(iv) ab = (a%,~I.)(b%.~I.) for all a ~ V~ and all b ~ V..  
Let fi~a~ be any idempotent of V and let K/> v in /'; then fi~a~(fi~a~%,~) = 
(fi~a~%,~)fika ~ =k~a~ . . . .  and consequently fi~ar~.~ <~fi~a~. Let fi~a~%,~ = 
f~-.. ; then ej~.~ ~ ei~a~ , and thus e~..~ = ei.aO~,~ since S satisfies ~-majorization 
[16]. We conclude that fi~a~%.. = fJ..~ if and only if ei~aO~.. = e j - . .  S can be 
considered as the semigroup which is freely generated by the elements ~eivay 
(4 ,  h~) e/~ × dr ,  y e / ' ,  subject to the defining relations 
ii~,aiiy.v = eq, uv for all i. ~ Iv,  
all h,, t~, ~ A, and all y e / ' ,  
ei~a~e&av = ei~a. for all g ,  £ E/~, 
all h. ~ Av and all y e F, 
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for all K, y e F, all (iy, Av) e I~ × A~ and 
all ( L , /~)  e/~ × A~. 
We have proved that the corresponding equalities 
fi~,a~,fi~,.~ = fiv.~, for all i~ e Iv, 
all h~, tzv e A~ and all ~ ~ F, 
fi~,a~,h~,a~, -~ fi,,a~ for all i~, L e 1~, 
all A~ e A~ and all ~ e F, 
for all K, ~ e / ' ,  all(i~, L~) e I~ × A~ and 
all ( j~,/~) e/~ × A~ 
hold in V. This shows that the mapping Eg ~ Ev,  ei~,a,, --+ fi~,a~, can be extended 
in a unique way to a homomorphism of S onto V. From this we conclude 
that ~ must be the regular free semiband with respect to S. 
THEOREM 6.7. Let S = {ei [I i e I}  be a normal band, and V an idempotent- 
generated normal band of groups such that Ev --+ Es,  f i  -+ ei is a biorder- 
isomorphism. Let B be the free normal band on the set L Then there exist surjective 
homomorphisms zr, zr', % (o, ~1, ~ that make the following diagram commutative: 
B ~ • S 
B ~ •S  
V 
•e  
\ 
/ 
• e 
Proof. Immediate from Corollary 4.15. 
Remark 6.8. The structure semilattice of semigroups B and /~ of the 
preceding theorem is the ~A-semilattice of finite subsets I. Let us denote 
this structure semilattice by ~,  and let/~ = UB~/3~ be the semilattice decom- 
position of B; if fi e~,  and n is the number of anti-atoms 3 for which 3 ~/3, 
then ~ has n~-classes and n~-classes. By Theorem 6.5 and Theorem 6.6, 
the maximal subgroups of/~ in /~ are free groups of rank (n -- l) 2. 
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